Cash Logistics Manager
Software solution for casino gaming and non-gaming cash operations

Take the complexity out of processing, accounting, and
reconciling multiple cash operations on your property
Accounting for cash is challenging in a casino, especially when you prepare and process
hundreds of banks that accept assorted bills, coins, checks and credit cards in a 24/7
operation. Tracking transfers to cage windows, verifying incoming deposits from soft
count room and cage windows, and counting money from each store and restaurant with
spreadsheets is highly error-prone. Errors increase when you have a deadline to meet
with audits and accounting.
Cummins Allison solves these challenges with a unique solution: Cash Logistics Manager
(CLM). It’s a highly customizable and affordable software solution that connects to your
existing Cummins Allison machines. The solution records processing data and reports
on the flow of cash on your property in real-time. Get current cash positions for each
connected location and forecast future cash needs with productive and actionable
information.
CLM also lets you to track cash transfers to and from each location and lets employees
digitally sign transfers, which reduces errors, improves efficiency, and increases profitability.

Understand your cash situation in real-time
Without a solution with real-time information, it’s almost impossible to know how much
cash you have on-hand as any given moment. With CLM, you can pull a real-time report
and know how much cash you have at that very moment. It’s powerful information to help
you better manage your cash operations. You won’t lose the opportunity to deposit it into
the bank for additional growth, and you’ll never be caught below minimum cash on-hand,
forcing you to close slots and tables.
Forecasting current and future cash-on-hand gives you historical data on what you’ve
required previously. CLM archives your cash information, so you can look up the cash
needed for specific time periods, such as weekends, weekdays, New Year’s Eve, and the
like, and determine what you’ll require. It’s critical information you need to forecast
intelligently. Email notifications for low or high thresholds means the information is delivered
to you actively, so if the situation changes, you can adjust before there is a problem.

Harness the power of
your data with these
unique benefits:
Collection and storage
of data for reporting
and analysis

Elimination of manual
data entry

Integration with
existing currency
processing products,
such as JetScan®,
JetScan iFX®, and
JetSort®

Consulting services
to meet your
requirements

Ongoing software
support

Eliminate errors and wasted time

Non-gaming operations

A significant drawback to other tracking
systems is that they don’t connect to your
money-counting hardware, leaving you to
manually enter totals each time. Cash
Logistics Manager interfaces to your
Cummins Allison cash and coin processing
equipment to reduce error-prone manual
entry significantly, eliminate spreadsheets,
and replace out-of-date and underperforming software.

Tracking cash flows of non-gaming
operations can be difficult and inefficient
unless you have the right software
solution. CLM’s tracking and real-time
reporting capabilities work effectively with
non-gaming banks, such as restaurants,
retail tills, family games, and safes.
Similar to gaming operations, you get
reports of your current or past positions
from each location or employee, allowing
you to assess your operations, forecast
intelligently, and view the efficiency
and profitability of each cash location.

Reduce or eliminate paper forms
Cash Logistics Manager helps reduce or
eliminate paper forms, such as buy and
sell forms and soft count room transfer
sheets. Departments can digitally buy or
sell cash by denomination to the bank.
The soft count room can submit a digital
transfer sheet to the bank and sign it
electronically, so no paperwork gets lost,
making it easier to track, trace, and audit
transfers.

Cash Logistics Manager interfaces to your cash and
coin processing equipment to eliminate error-prone
manual entry, spreadsheets or out-of-date software.
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Customization to fit any size casino
Cash Logistics Manager’s unique capabilities can be configured and adjusted to fit and
solve the challenges of any casino, whether small, large, or multi-site. We configure the
software to meet your individual needs. We work with you to identify your requirements,
configure the solution, and test it in your environment. Ongoing software services can
provide enhancements should your requirements change.

Information sharing and reporting
Have a different software solution as your core accounting platform? No problem.
Cash Logistics Software stores its information in a SQL database. This means your IT
department can easily move information from CLM into your current accounting platform*
and process it into a report that works for you.

Simply a better way to deal with cash on your properties.
For more information, visit cumminsallison.com/CLM
or contact your local sales professional.

*Core accounting platform capabilities may impact how or whether data can be imported.
Contact your IT department or accounting platform support for more information on
data importation.
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